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1. Restructuring and PYivatisation

Both Czech and Slovak Republics aze now in the process of transition from the totalitarian

societies with command economies, to societies of political plurality and liberal market

economies compared, for example, with Poland and Hungary. From the standpoint of

macroeconomics the former Czechoslovakia (CSFR) had a rather good starting position in

November 1989. It had a low foreign debt and inflation, and it had a developed industrial

tradition and a skilled labour force.

The strategy for the economic transformation was elaborated in parallel with the political

transformation, particularly during 1990. The major part of the concept was developed by the

federal government, elected, in the first free elections, in June 1990. Implementation of the

economic transformation began in early 1991. The principal elements were:

- liberalisation of domestic prices

- liberalisation of foreign trade

- making the Czechoslovak crown (Kcs) convertible with hard currencies

- devaluation of the crown against those currencies

- restitution of property and the `small' privations, involving trade and service in

particular (Act no. 427I199i0 Zb).

- liberalisation of the labour market.

These measures have created the basis for the transition to the mazket economy by the liberation

of the property relations, by privatisation, liberalisation of the market forces and of the

competition.
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A. Small Scale Privatisation

The small scale privatisation in both trade and service and in manufacturing, excluding

agriculture, was carried out in two stages. In the first one, only Czechoslovak citizens were

admitted; in the second one also foreign citizens could bid. In about 759b of cases the renting

of facilities and rooms by contract was involved for the period of 2 andlor 5 years. The citizens

have got bank credits (in the average amount of about 1 million Kcs). In the CR and in the SR

the proceedings were controlled by the Ministries of the Management of the National Funds and

Privatisation (MSNMP). During 1991 more than 30,000 business units were privatised. This

culminated in 1992.

B. Privatisation of State Owned Enterprises

Large scale privatisation was governed by Act no. 92~1991 Zb. The aim was to terminate state

ownership of enterprises and it started in 1992. The Business Code of 1992 provides for the

following forms of undertaking:

- the joint-stock-company (JSC)

- the association

- the trading company

- the cooperative

However, the State Owned Enterprise Act was renewed on May lst, 1990 enabling the founder

enterprises to respond to the effect of the market forces by the restructuring of enterprises. In

preparation for privatisation the state owned enterprises were transformed into JSCs owned by

the state.

7T~e Large Scale Privatisation Act provided several forms for the alteration of the state

ownership:

- restitution of property nationalised after 1948 to the former owner

- direct sale

- the establishment of joint-ventures with foreign firms

- privatisation by the voucher method.
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In contrast to the small scale privatisation, the large scale privatisation was open to foreign

nationals, except the privatisation by the voucher method.

State owned enterprises were divided into two categories. Category A comprises 30~0 of

enterprises which will not be privatised in the short term (power plants, telecommunications,

railways, etc.). The privatisation was started with the enterprises of Category B consisting, in

particulaz, of enterprises of the converting industry and belonging to the MSNMPs established

in both the CR and SR.

The privatisation of the state owned enterprises was planned in two waves. 2,300 enterprises

were ranged for the first wave; 1,800 for the second wave. The privatisation was based on the

Privatisation Project. In this project the assets were valued at current prices, the number of

shares was established together with their value. In the project the rate of shazes for various

forms of the privatisation was determined (as, for example, for restitution, direct sales,

vouchers, etc.).

The privatisation project was elaborated, according to the law, by the management of the

enterprise in cooperation with the organisation of the trade union. It was important that any

individual could submit a privatisation proposal in competition with a proposal made by the

enterprise. The National MSNMPs and the Federal Ministry of Finances decided which proposal

should be accepted. In the first wave, which started in late 1991, vouchers were the principal

privatisation method and they were open to the general public aged over 18 years. Voucher

booklets were bought by 5.95 million people in the CR and by 2.6 million in the SR. Each

contained investment points to the value of Kcs 1,000.- About the same number of booklets was

registered indicating the participation of more than 8.5 million citizens. The holders of

investment vouchers are called DIKs. In the first wave of privatisation, 18,106 privatisation

proposals were submitted, of which 13,675 were competitive ones. 1,491 of those proposals

were approved and accepted.

In the first wave of privatisation the Investment Privatisation Funds (IPF) have played a very

important part. 429 IPF participated in the privatisation, 269 of them in the CR and 165 in the

SR. The registration of the DIKs was made from November 1991 until February 1992. Almost

90l of the DIKs were registered in January 1992. To a lazge extent this "privatisation fever"

was caused by the aggressive campaign of the IPFs. They promised to pay more than 10,000
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Kcs, if the DIK sold his booklet to the IPF. The offer was later increased up to Kcs 20,000.

The total assets invested into the first wave of privatisation amounted to 300 billion Kcs,

corresponding to 300 million shares with a nominal value of Kcs 1,000.- Of them, the Czech

FNM contributed 206.4 million shazes of 943 state owned joint-stock-companies, the Slovak

FNM 90.1 million shares of 487 joint-stock-companies and the Federal FNM 2,857 shares of

61 joint-stock-companies.

The offer of shares to the DIKs was carried out in five stages between May and December. This

was done to balance the difference between supply and demand and the price of the shazes. It

was preceded by the prepazatory step (February - May 1992), when the DIKs had the

opportunity to invest their vouchers into the IPF, thus becoming shazeholders of the IPFs and

not of the enterprises. It had originally been envisaged that the IPFs would be an auxiliary

institution for those who did not want to be involved in dealing directly with shares, but in fact,

about 6.3 million of DIKs gave their vouchers to the IPF so that the IPFs became the owners

of about 70J of all investment points. This meant that direct investments into the 300 million

shazes (3 shares for 100 points) have been made only by 30l of individuals (about 2.55 million

DIKs) only. The remaining points were invested on their behalf by the IPFs. In case of

imbalance between supply and demand, preference was given to the individual investors.

C. 7iie Results of Privatisation

The result of the first wave of privatisation (in which almost 1,500 enterprises were privatised),

was that the IPFs' owned about 639'0 of the 278 million shares sold. Consequently, the IPFs,

originally of only secondazy importance, became the proprietors of about 2l3 of the shares of

the privatised enterprises. The original aim of creating a broad stratum of shareholders - populaz

capitalists - was achieved only to a limited extent. In most enterprises the majority of the shares

aze held by the IPFs controlling the enterprise and these shazes are concentrated in a small

number of IPFs: 29b of the IPFs hold about half of the shazes sold. Thus an extraordinazily high

concentration of capital has taken place, controlling more than 1,000 enterprises. This was the

unexpected result of the privatisation in which the potential role of the IPFs was underestimated,

and their performance was adjusted by legislation only during the course of privatisation. This

raises the question of how the IPFs will exercise control over the enterprises in their

performance and what will be the influence of the individual shareholders dispersed over the
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enterprises? The use of the voucher method did not yield large financial assets, sufficient for

the restructuring of industry, its modernisation or the purchase of know-how, etc. To date,

privatisation consists of the transformation of the state owned enterprises into joint-stock-

companies, in the creation of more than 2.5 million of individual shareholders, in the formation

of a market for shares and the beginning of the operation of the stock exchange.

In the first half of 1993, individual shareholders received their shares. In spite of some initial

problems after the partition of the CSFR into two independent states, in both republics the

shares were handed over also to the citizens of the other republic. At the end of 1993 the IPFs

will hand over the shares to their shareholders. In the second half of 1993 ihe second wave of

privatisation was started in both republics. Compared with the first wave, more authority was

given to the MSNMPs to make decisions on the method of privatisation and to evaluate the

privatisation proposals of the enterprises. According to our information, in the CR they

proceeded similarly. It is expected that the scale of voucher privatisation will be significantly

decreased and the emphasis will be on direct sales or joint-ventures. The general picture of

restructuring and privatisation can be illustrated by the results of our case studies. In the case

of Volkswagen Bratislava Ltd privatisation was implemented by the decentralisation of the BAZ

state~wned joint stock company to several independent enterprises and relatively independent

plants. Part of the enterprise was offered for privatisation by foreign capital. From the foreign

firms interested, the offer by the Volkswagen company was successful which set up a Limited

Company with Volkswagen holding 8096 of the capital. The remaining 209'0 of shares are held

by the state. According to the agreement, Volkswagen will gradually increase its share to 97 ~o .

In the PSB joint stock company, Brezová pod Bradlom, privatisation was carried out by the

voucher method. This provided 48~0 of voucher shares, 40~o for employee shares and 99b for

direct sale to interested foreign buyers, while the remaining 3~ were reserved for restitution.

In practice the outcome was a management buy out: 24 members of the top management own

40R6 of the shares. As a result of the entry of foreign capital, some independent joint ventures

were established, including BC-Torsion, Dirickx, ISCO etc.

Technoplast, Chropyne was placed in the second wave of privatisations, to be carried out in late

1993 - early 1994. The joint stock company will be dívided into three independent entities.

Technoplast and Tefolan will be privatised by the voucher method while the machinery plant

will be for direct sale.
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2. Business and Enterprise Strategy

In the command economy, the strategies of VHJs (Units of Production and Economy) and those

of the enterprise were made by the branch ministries, and those of the middle management by

VHSs. The enterprise only carried out the plans (5 year plans and 1 year plans) reflecting the

strategy of the higher management. In the command economy business, production and

development strategies were derived from the state plan for each branch. The plans were handed

down to the VHJ and from the VHJ to the enterprises. Fig. 1 illustrates this mechanism.

Figure 1. The Place of the Enterprises in Strategy Formulation

Ministry

VHJ VHJ

E E E E E E

Ministry

VHJ VHJ VHJ

Enterprise

E

Enterprise

E E

National economic strategy directed 60 to 70~0 of the Czech and Slovak foreign trade to

Comecon countries. The enterprise had no independent business strategy and its only aim was

to fulfil, or over-fulfil, the plan. 1fie enterprise had no interested in the creation of higher

profit, because it had to hand it over to the state. The state distributed funds centrally through

the ministries to the VHJs and the VHJ allocated them to the enterprises, but not according to

final results. This regime did not require rational action by enterprises or efficient performance.

On the contrary, in many enterprises ine~cient production was subsidised. Moreover, the

conduct of foreign trade was centralised in one ministry and some specialised business

organisations, usually belonging to the VHJs. Enterprises had no access to hard currency or,

with some exceptions, to international trade. Enterprises had no legal rights and their

competence in the formulation of the strategy was limited by legislation. This situation inhibited

enterprise initiative and made them rigid and inflexible. This led to the stagnation and decrease

in economic development in the late '80s. As a result of internal and external pressures the top
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leadership of the Communist Party decided in 1987 to implement a more flexible and effective

economic strategy, based on the following elements:

- liberalisation of central planning

- increased orientation of the foreign trade towards countries with market economies

- more independence for state owned enterprises.

The provisions were set out in the Principles of the Complex Rearrangement of the Economical

Mechanism (1988). The main intention was to reduce the central control over enterprises, to

increase the role of economic mechanisms (price, costs, profit, etc.), and to give enterprises

legal independence. 7he State Owned Enterprise Act no. 88~1988 71~ of 1 July 1988 provided

the legal basis. In this new strategy a central place was held by the restructuring of

organisations. The aim was to break down the large VHJs, with their hierarchical and inflexible

structures and top-heavy administrations. The largest VHJ had over 70,000 employees and the

average was 20,000 employees. The constituent enterprises belonging to a VHJ were also very

large. For example, the enterprises controlled by the Federal Government had, on average,

4,800 employees; those controlled by the Czech or Slovak Government on average 2,400

employees. In 1988-89 the VHJs were abolished and a total of 2,278 state owned enterprises

(439b of them were established by local authorities) were established, while hundreds of "small"

enterprises with 50 to 500 employees were created. However, the transformation of VHJs led

to the formation of new giant enterprises. For example, under the Federal Ministry of

Metallurgy, Machines and Electro-industry, 89 state owned enterprises were founded, and of

which 16 were transformed VHJs. It is interesting to note that, while the size of the original

enterprises was about 3,500 employees, the new ones increased to 7,800 employees on average.

One third of the new state owned enterprises had an average of 20,000 employees. These

facts clearly show that the strategy of restructuring organisations failed and the aim of forming

smaller, more flexible, enterprises was not achieved.

In reality, radical changes in economic strategy began to affect the behaviour of the enterprises

from 1991, based on preparations in 1990 when two new acts were passed: 7he (Renewed) State

Owned Enterprise Act and the Joint Stock Company Act. These provided the legal basis for the

enterprises to operate in the growing domestic market and in foreign markets, and the Joint

Stock Company Act established the basis for privatisation. The enterprises were exposed

successively to the action of market forces including competition, especially from abroad. To

the liberalise foreign trade, the domestic convertibility of the Kcs was introduced and the
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monopoly of the foreign trade companies was weakened. State subsidies were given to loss

making enterprises and enterprises were forced to work more efficiently, and to develop and

to implement their own business strategy. There was a radical change in the orientation of

foreign trade because of the political changes affecting Comecon countries and, in particulaz,

the disintegration of the mazket in the former Soviet Union, so that trade with mazket economy

countries increased.

During 1991 and the first half of 1992, the strategy of the enterprises was aimed at minimising

the decrease in production and entering new markets. During the second half of 1992 and

during 1993 many enterprises focused their strategy on survival. In the first half of 1993 the

situation of the Slovak enterprises was worsened by the partition of the CSFR into two states.

This fact increased the importance of the enterprise strategies. The formation of strategies for

development andlor survival was constrained by two facts: the high mutual indebtedness of the

enterprises; and the lack of funds for development and operation. This applied especially to

manufacturing in general and the engineering industry. An important part of the strategy was:

- looking for new markets for the products manufactured

- innovation in production technology.

The quickest way to realise these goals was by cooperation with a foreign partner, and so

enterprise managements directed their strategy to making joint-ventures.

For PSB Brezová pod Bradlom the business strategy was focused on the diversification of

production, the modernisation of the production programme, the formation of its own mazketing

and business activities and finding new markets in developed countries. To improve the

efficiency of operations, the strategy of the enterprise was based on decentralisation and the

establishment of smaller independent units. For this purpose the trade organisation GB-Trading

was founded and joint ventures established as BC-Torsion, ISCO, Dirickx etc. The enterprise

was reorganised into divisions with a high degree of autonomy. Later, these divisions were

transformed into independent enterprises with the framework of the top holding company.

At Volkswagen Bratislava a new Limited Company was formed, but in practice business

strategy was created at the corporate level and oriented to new markets in Central Europe.

However, a new enterprise strategy was built from the base, using the know-how of the VW

Corporation. For the internal management of the enterprise, the principle was to establish
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relatively independent organisation units in a two-stage management. Another feature of

enterprise management was that VW BA only conducts the basic production activities and buys

other services from external contractors.

In Technoplast j.s.c. Chropyne a new business strategy was worked out, signifying a change

in the orientation from the markets of the former Comecon countries to those of market

economies and convertible currency. The enterprise has secured innovations in both products

and technology. In this enterprise more emphasis was placed on marketing and satisfying the

needs of customers. The organisation structure was alterefl in the enterprise: divisions were

formed with rather independent organisation units.

3. Enterprise Reorganisation and Middle Management

The organisation structures of Czech and Slovak enterprises were shaped by the economic

system in which they operated. They were not required to carry out entrepreneurial activities,

but only to fulfil the plan. They were allowed to produce ine~ciently and they could not go

bankrupt. There was a national job evaluation system and workers were paid by a tariff system

valid for the whole country. The system promoted the levelling of wages and salaries and there

was no incentive to intensify outputs. The managers on the top, middle and first levels were not

interested in reducing the number of jobs but, on the contrary, all tried to have the largest

possible number of subordinates. This had two advantages for them: first, a higher salary for

a bigger department; and second reserves which facilitated the fulfilment of the often unrealistic

plans and a more flexible response to operational variations caused by breakdowns in the supply

of materials.

The enterprise has a multilevel pyramid structure with top-heavy ine~cient administration. Most

of the social facilities (culture and recreation centres, kindergartens and creches, lunchrooms,

etc.) belonged to the enterprise. Besides, the manufacturing enterprises accomplished an

important social function as well. Standardised organisation schemes were elaborated by the

VHJs for their enterprises. Enterprises could not allow undertaking internal reorganisation

without the consent of the VHJs General Management. An important innovation affecting the

internal structure of enterprises and the forms ofparticipation of the workers in the management
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was the introduction from 1985 of the Brigade organisation of work which influenced both

operations and payments. Between 1985-1989 this type of organisation became widespread; for

instance, in 1987 18,000 labour collectives were organised in this way with a total of 500,000

members in the Czech and Slovak Republics, representing about 129i; of all production workers

in the more important industrial branches. This form of organisation consisted in a greater

autonomy of the working team (brigade). The members of the brigade decided the issues of

internal labour organisation and division of labour, the utilisation of resources and the payment

of the brigade members. The brigade form of labour and remuneration organisation had many

features in common with the autonomous or semi-autonomous groups operating in Western

countries, particularly in Scandinavian ones. Although this movement was initiated and

supported by the Communist party and often formality prevailed over problem solving, the

brigade form gave rather good results. There was an increase of the initiative of a broad circle

of workers and they were interested to participate in the solution of existing problems. Good

results were achieved in the increase of the labour productivity and in improved economy. This

form of work organisation facilitated the elimination of the uniform remuneration levels and the

introduction of higher earnings for more efficient workers. It was the prospect of higher

earnings which most motivated workers to transfer to this form of work organisation. When the

political pressure for the implementation of brigades stopped after 1989, and the central

management weakened, this form of work organisation lost its special features and attraction.

At the same time, it revealed weaknesses of inadequate preparation and formalism. In such cases

the brigade organisation withered away. In places where they did well, they continued in

operation and were integrated organically into the changing organisation structure of the

enterprise.

In the transition to market conditions since 1991, enterprises have begun to feel the real

pressures for efficiency. This pressure was felt by enterprises which were not yet privatised,

such as Technoplast Chropyne. The response of PSB Brezová pod Bradlom was the same even

before privatisation. According to the information available, this trend can be considered to be

a rather general phenomenon. The changes realised in the organisation scheme of the enterprises

up to now were in particular due to the knowledge that there will be no state subsidy and

rationalisation is the only way to survive. The effect of privatisation on the state owned

enterprises has only recently begun to take effect. The actual changes in the organisation

structure have operated in two main directions. One is the slimming down of the enterprises,
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starting with the sepazation of those units not directly needed for production, such as those

concerned with the social facilities. For example, kindergarten and creches were handed over

to the local authority, while others, such as cultural centres, canteens, recreation and training

centres, were leased to private operators to run as businesses. Some enterprises contracted out

services in the same way. For example, the PSB Brezová pod Bradlom dismissed the security

guards of the enterprise and hired a private firm to cazry out this service. They also disposed

of their cazs and they ordered the transport from private firms in case of need. In some cases

the inefficient manufacture of parts is externalised and bought in. The other main direction for

the implementation of the internal changes in the structure of the enterprise is the establishment

of divisions. The introduction of divisions brought radical changes into the traditional

organisation structure of the enterprise. Some functional departments - engineering,

manufacture, economy, personnel - were disbanded and more independent divisions were

formed with a specific operational competence and responsibility for the financial results of the

division. The divisions formed cost or profit centres. Operations needed, but not made by

themselves, they purchased from other divisions or from service organisations, and were paid

for according to internal prices. These changes in organisational structure affected the operation

of both the top and the middle management. After the transition to the divisional organisation,

the attention of the top management freed for development of enterprise strategies.

At the level of middle management the situation has changed in two ways. Some of the middle

managers entered the management of the division and their responsibility for the results of the

division was increased. This shifted the content of their work in such a way that they were more

involved with conceptual and managerial activities instead of operational ones. Part of the

middle managers remained on the level of the middle management inside the divisions. Their

original contents of work were altered, as they do less administrative work, partly because of

computerisation, and partly because there was less need to prepaze returns and reports to the

top management. At the same time, their responsibility for the operational results of their

departments increased. As the divisions aze profit centres, middle management has achieved

more competence in using resources more effectively. Within the limits of their competence

both the top and the middle management of divisions have a shaze in the profits. Overall it can

be stated that the performance demanded of middle management has increased, together with

their competence and responsibility in the management of divisions. However, the changes did

not suit all the middle managers and redeployment of staff in this position took place. In most
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enterprises, including our case studies, the middle managers undertook training courses and

seminars, to be able to manage the new tasks. At present we can say that the internal

organisation structures in the enterprise are not yet stabilised and the optimum organisation

within divisions and outside them are still sought.

After the privatisation, some enterprises, including for example PSB Brezová pod Bradlom, set

up holding company structures. Within the holding company the divisions have gained legal

status and operate as independent business entities. This situation leads to further changes in the

organisation scheme and increases further the role of the middle management in the divisions.

The top management of the enterprises is devoted to the activities of the holding company.

A similar procedure was adopted in the other two cases: VW BA and Technoplast Chropyne.

Activities which can be externally provided with high quality and at a lower price than within

are now obtained from mostly private firms, on the basis of contracts. This brought the

enterprises savings in wages and production costs. This general trend of organisational

restructuring in our case studies of PSB, VW BA and Technoplast Chropyne is to the full

realisation of the division structure. The traditional pyramid structures have been transformed

into product oriented independent divisions, operating either as cost or as profit centres. This

change has affected the position of the middle management in the old enterprises. In the

divisions the middle management has achieved more competence and more responsibility. A

certain adverse effect of this change in the organisation structure was the initial increase off the

administration in both PSB and Technoplast, respectively. This was caused by the

decentralisation of certain activities relocated again on more places in the divisions. The

shortcomings were successfully overcome.

4. Trade Union Responses

Under the former regime the trade union functioned as a transmission belt for the goals of

ideology and domination. The trade union was the instrument for influencing the conformity of

the citizens and their loyalty to the regime - it was social peace made by socialism. The main

mechanisms for influencing workers were cheap recreation and other small benefits on the one

hand, and care for social and working conditions on the other. After the collapse of the
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totalitarian regime, which supported the so called Revolutionary Trade Union (ROH), the trade

union lost its original function and position. It was not accidental that directly after the events

of November 1989, thousands of independent strike committees were established which

organised the general strike of 27 November 1989 demanding the abolition of the ROH. At the

Trade Union Congress in March 1990 the delegates decided to dissolve the ROH and at the

same time approved the newly established General Congress of the Trade Union as successor

of the ROH together with the substantial assets of the former. The new trade union

organisations were formed on the ILO principle of pluralism. In January 1990 the independent

Slovak Trade Union was formed and transformed within a month to the Trade Union

Confederation of the Slovak Republic.

A similar development took place in the Czech Republic. In March 1990 both national top

confederations established the Czech and Slovak Trade Union Confederation (CSKOZ). It is

notable that even within the federal state, the trade unions agreed from the beginning on the

principle of confederation in the spirit of various international engagements and agreements on

trade union activities. The organisation of the new trade union was shaped by the principles of

voluntarism and independence. The CSKOZ had about 6 million members (compared with 7.5

million members in the former ROH) and consisted of 21 federal, 20 Czech and 22 Slovak trade

unions. Only one organisation, the Trade Union Confederation of Art and Culture, operated

outside of the CSKOZ, with about 100,000 members. In spite of some loss of confidence, the

membership of trade unions remain high, about 80~0. The main principles of trade union

activity are:

- autonomy, voluntarism and independence

- protection of employees' rights

- securing trade union rights by all legal means.

The Confederation has the following organs:

- the Congress as top organ

- the General Assembly consisting of the statutory representatives of the individual

organisations

- the Revision Committee.

From April 1990 until the end of 1992 the CSKOZ had the following structure (see Figure 2):
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Figure 2:

CSKOZ

Czech and Moravian
CSKOZ Chamber

Trade Union Confederatio
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Czech and Moravian
Trade Unions

Federal Trade Unions
with chambers

Slovak Trade Uniod

Federal Trade Union~
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in the CSFR

Base organisations
in the CR

Base organisation
in the S

Arising from the partition of the CSFR, the Central Federal Trade Union terminated its

activities on 20 November 1993 when both national unions will enter the International

Confederation of Free Trade Unions as regular members; till now the member of it is the

CSKOZ. At present, the foreign relations are coordinated in common, but the remaining

activities are limited to the exchange of information in the international spirit of trade union

solidarity. The federally based trade unions (the railways, chemicals, trade, KOVO etc.) have

now divided.

The temporary organisation scheme of the CSKOZ is as following:
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Figure 3

CSKOZ
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Confederation
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In the Slovak Republic there is a decrease in membership. Factors influencing this include:

- an artificially high membership in the former ROH;

- the reorientation of the trade union functions from that distributing benefits to compliant

members to that of defending the basic rights of workers;

- changed composition of the workforce due to both the recession and the structural

changes in the economy. This has reduced the traditional membership base and led to

transfer of part of the membership to employment in the private sector where conditions

favourable for trade union activities rarely exist;

- transfer of former members to entrepreneurial and business activities;

- and the formation of new trade associations or quasi-trade unions, often lacking a

regulaz organisation structure and evidence of inembers, as for example, the "Workers'

Forum", the "Teachers' Forum" etc., and also of other trade unions such as the NKOS

- the Independent Christian Trade Union of Slovakia.

However, the membership base has stabilised and the KOZ SR has 1.8 million members

compared with the 2.4 million members of the former ROH. The KOZ SR (Confederation of

the Trade Union of the SR) associates 46 trade unions of vazious size. The largest of them is

KOVO with 300,000 members, the smallest one has 600 members. Ten of the biggest unions

have 1,325,000 registered members, which makes 749b of all trade unionists. In the process of

the economic transformation, the trade union is the strongest and in effect the unique organised
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force in front of the government in the effort to make the social consequences of it more
bearable. The programme of KOZ SR accepted in 1990 and approved by the Congress II of the
KOZ SR in June 1993 is based on the following basic functions:

- protection of the basic social security of the workers, the adolescents, women,

pensioners and the family;

- the field of wages and tax policy;

- implementation of the workers' democratic rights;

- and the area of the working and living conditions, formation and protection of the

environment.

Despite the growth of demands for radical action, the trade union prefers the path of

cooperation, with the social partners and especially the government. At the same time, highly

contentious problems have to be resolved, deriving from implementation of economic and social

reforms - unemployment, rising prices, stagnation of the wages, reduced social benefits etc.

Currently the most important goal of both the government and the trade union is to maintain

social peace. This continues successfully in spite of rising tensions. Despite the successful

activities of the trade union at the national level, the legal position of the trade union in the

enterprise has been weakened. There were two instances of this when the Labour Code was

revised in 1990. The Trade Unions' former right to prevent the dismissal of workers was

removed and its rights to information on the enterprise and to participate in the decisions of the

enterprise were limited. The changes made in the position of the trade union are well illustrated

by the fact that, in the past, the trade union was automatically represented in the meetings of

the top management of the enterprise, whereas today it has practically no access to them. The

former partners are becoming adversaries.

The case studies of VW BA, PSB Brezová pod Bradlom and Technoplast Chropyne showed that

the trade union operates in all three and is the sole organisation representing the employees.

There is not more than one union. At PSB and Technoplast the new union organisations were

established by the transformation of the former revolutionary Trade Union organisations and

new leading organs - the TU committees - were elected. In the VW BA there was a different

development in the formation of the union organisation. In 1991, when the company started

work, no trade union organisation existed. The management of the company asked for the
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establishment of a(Workers Plant Council)Betriebsrat as on the German model. However, this

effort was not implemented and after a period of transition, a new trade union organisation was

founded in 1992.

5. Collective Bargaining and Participation

In conjunction with the changed position and tasks of the trade unions in society and in the

enterprises, the function of collective bargaining and of collective agreements has altered. In the

old system, where it was the partner of enterprise management, the trade union's role was to

support the management and to mobilise the workers to fulfil the tasks of the plan. This

situation affected the collective bargaining, which was a formal process and in which there was

no bargaining over differing interests and standpoints. This fact influenced the collective

agreements. The collective agreements contained many formal provisions connected to the

relationship between the management and the trade union committee of the enterprise about

labour safety, medical care, recreation etc. From the practical point of view, more important

were those parts of the collective agreement which dealt with financial matters, such as the

growth of wages, the system of bonuses and the use of the Funds for Cultural and Social Needs

(FKSP). The formation of these funds was based on the obligation to allocate to it 2R'o of the

total wage fund. Neither collective bargaining nor collective agreements have dealt with issues

ofjob security, because no large-scale redundancies occurred. In these conditions the collective

labour relations were formal and determined by the management. There did not exist any

relationship reflecting conflicts between employees and employer. The employer was the state

and the management of the enterprise consisted of civil clerks. The participation of the workers

in decision making was a formal one and it was realised only through trade union

representatives.

In the field of industrial relations an important event was the State Enterprise Act of 1988 which

provided for the creation ofparticipatory structures in the enterprise. These bodies were elected

by the employees, i.e. by the workers' council, or by the workers' assembly or by the delegates

of Brigades. Thus another organ was established, besides the trade union, consisting of

employees, which had a shared responsibility for the economic and social operation of the

enterprise. The competencies of this organ enabled participation in approving of the economic
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activities, the internal organisation and management of the enterprise. Further, it was entitled

to submit proposals in the area of personnel and social development and the organisation of the

self-government in the enterprise. From the rather short operation period of the participating

organs in the enterprise (about 1 up to 1'fz yeazs) we would like to put emphasis on the

following facts:

- those organs took part in the elections of the managers of the enterprise. In the history

of the socialist state owned enterprises it was the first time that a greater number of

general managers were appointed who were not members of the communist party;

- besides the rather bureaucratic and formal trade union, controlled by the communist

party, there were established freely elected participating organs of the workers;

- more space was created for the development of the workers' activities and their

participation in decision making, including the valuation of the enterprises' economical

activities.

This was the starting position in the Czech and Slovak enterprises before November 1989. It

can be said that the intentions planned for the restructuring of the economic mechanism and

the improved performance of the enterprises were not accomplished because of objective reasons

of the political situation in the country. To some, however, the rigid organisation structures and

the formal, often apathetic, working relations in the enterprise were set in motion. With the

transition to mazket mechanisms in the economy, labour relations in the enterprises gradually

became more realistic. As management became obliged to apply unpopular measures such as

the dismissal of workers, the control of the wages, and tighter labour discipline etc, so the role

of the trade union and collective bazgaining increased, and the differences in the position of

management, representing the employer, and that of the employee became more visible. In 1990

the participatory bodies in the enterprises were successively disintegrated, mainly the council

and the workers' assembly. The revised State Owned Enterprise Act abolished the election of

the general manager of the enterprise by the organ of the self-government. Later on, the new

Joiru-Stock Company Act replaced those organs by new ones: the general assembly of the

shareholders, the boazd of directors, the auditors, constituted on the base of new property

relations. In these circumstances the trade union became the sole representative of the employees

and the most important mechanism of the collective labour relations has become the collective

bazgaining.
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From the General Agreements of 1991 and 1992, made at national level, derived the collective

bazgaining and the collective agreements at industry level (with the KOVO~Metal trade union

dominating). The industry collective level agreements determined (besides the Labour Code) the

maximum and minimum terms of collective bazgaining and collective agreements at enterprise

level. This extent was completed by specific topics according to local conditions. Collective

agreements at branch level were valid for those organisations with a membership in the

appropriate organisations of employers and employees. The problem was to extend the coverage

of the collective agreements to organisations without memberships in the representative

organisations. This was done by a mutual agreement the validity was confirmed by the Ministry

of Labour. There azose also reverse problems, when an organisation ceased to be the member

of the representative body. Generally, the collective agreements covered all the employees,

whether trade union members or not, i.e. all employees. Another trend was that managers, in

pazticulaz the top managers, left the trade union and joined the Association of Managers.

In most enterprises (including the three case studies) certain forms of a regulaz communication

were agreed between the management and the representatives of the trade union, together with

the appropriate procedures. The subjects of participation do not include questions of the firm

management strategy including privatisation, nor of the management strategy (including

privatisation), or restructuring. Since in most cases joint-stock companies aze involved, the issue

of the performance of the firm is transferred to the shazeholders' meeting, while other

employees aze informed about the activities of the firm at the annual trade union conference.

In the case study enterprises, labour relations between the employers and employees have been

relatively peaceful, without inadequate conflicts and social actions.

Collective bazgaining is potentially conflictual because it includes questions of such importance

as: terms of employment; job security; labour safety and health; working time; wages; use of

the social funds (the former FKSP)' and forms of cooperation between the management and the

trade union, etc. An important event for the development of collective bargaining occurred in

late 1992, when the government abolished the administrative control over the regulation of

wages. Thus bargaining on wages could be related to the economic situation of the enterprise.

Overall the process of collective bargaining can be chazacterised as consensual rather than

conflictual. Both parties try to understand the possible limits for compromise and neither make

unrealistic demands, nor use extreme mechanisms. According to the law, the trade union is
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entitled to strike and the employers are entitled to apply the lock-out when there is no agreement

on the terms of the collective agreement. Strikes are not permitted to enforce rights set out in

the collective agreement. Such disputes must be resolved by conciliation, mediation or

azbitration. The general situation in collective bazgaining is demonstrated by the fact that from

1990 until now no general or more important strikes have occurred. The strikes that have taken

place have had a warning chazacter and lasted only one day. No strikes occurred in the case

study enterprises.

Detailed cross sectional and representative studies on small private enterprises with about 10 to

30 employees aze not available. According to partial information it can be said that a trade

union organisation does not exist in most of these small firms. Consequently, there is no

collective bargaining on working conditions and wages and no collective bazgaining agreements

are concluded. In the private sector there was never central regulation of wages and the wages

and salaries are higher than in the state sector. In exchange for this, the employees often

voluntarily accept worse working conditions (for instance, longer working hours, more intense

working conditions, etc.). Till now, no strikes were reported in private industry.

Analysis of the PSB, VW BA and Technoplast case studies have shown that in all these

enterprises the above mentioned topics are the subject of collective bargaining and aze contained

in the Collective Agreement. Existing differences can be neglected. However, comparing the

present collective bargaining and collective agreements with that of the former revolutionary

trade union organisations, we will find remazkable differences, based on the fact that the

activities of the former unions were focused on rendering social advantages in the area of

recreation, culture, sport etc., while today the trade union organisation is focused on

employment conditions, wages and the form of cooperation with the management of the

enterprise.

6. Tripartism - Corporatism

For the development of collective labour relations and general employment conditions an

important event was the creation of the tripartite structure and mechanism between the

representatives of the government, the trade union and the employers. Three tripartite Councils
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of Economic and Social Agreement were established (RHSD). The federal council was

established on 3 October 1990 and the national councils on 10 October 1990. The most

important function of the RHSD is to discuss the government's proposals affecting employment

conditions, social policy and the living standazds of the population before they aze submitted

to parliament. The main object of tripartism is to create conditions for the economic

transformation and for the social reform by achieving conversion and maintaining social peace.

The first subjects of tripaztite negotiations were amendments to the Labour Code and the drafts

of the Employment and Collective Bargaining Act. Another very important topic was the

determination of the minimum wage. In relation to the Labour Code, the issue of the right of

the trade union to participate in the decision making of the enterprise was very contentious.

Despite a strike threat by the trade union, the pazliament approved the limitation of the trade

union rights in the enterprise and the increased authority of management. The first concrete

result of the tripartite discussion was signing the Fe~íeral Agreement and of the two National

General Agreements for 1991 in Bratislava on 28 Januazy 1991. In these general agreements

the emphasis (besides the minimum wage) was on the regulation of the wages according to the

economic results achieved by the enterprises and on the indexation of eaznings in relation to the

rise in prices. The agreement contributed to the rather low wage inflation (about 161 in 1991),

compazed to price inflation of about 59R~. Thus real wages decreased by about 269o in 1991.

The General Agreements (GD) for 1991, 1992 and 1993 played an important role in the

collective bazgaining at the level of the industrial branches, departments and production sections

and, as well, for concluding higher branch level collective agreements. The General Agreement

was a document without legal effect. It was no more than the agreement of the social paztners,

with their voluntary commitment to abide by its provisions. Even if all provisions of it were not

kept during 1991, the GD, together with the Labour Code, was the basis for the collective

agreements in the branches, which had already a legal effect and from which the collective

bazgaining and the collective agreements of the enterprises (and plants) were derived. In 1991,

the most important issue was the monthly minimum wage of Kcs 2,000.- (compared with the

Kcs 3,500.- average wage). In exercising the minimum wage the total costs of the salazies in

the enterprises increased, causing economical problems with the present regulation of the wages.

In a certain way the exercising of the minimum wage affected also the growth of

unemployment, which attained 49~ in 1991 in the CSFR (compazed with 1 gb in 1990). In 1991,

the most contentious issues in tripartite negotiations were the minimum wage and the indexation
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of wages. In 1992, the main dispute was on the abolition of the regulation of wages (actually

realised in October 1992). The general problem of both tripartism and the 1992 General

Agreement is the question of the legal enforcement of the agreements made in the tripartite

forums. The trade union azgued for the legal validity of all the provisions of the general

agreements and of the tripartite. Several measures of the General Agreement were not realised,

proposals of relevant acts were not discussed in the tripartism, or the standpoint of the trade

union was not taken into consideration. From this followed the demand of the trade union to

amend the Collective BargainingAct. This did not happen yet. We should add that the 1992 GD

was less concrete in determining certain limiting targets and economic pazameters. The

minimum wage was increased to Kcs 2,200.-

With the partition of the CSFR the federal tripartism was terminated by the two national RHSDs

of the CR and the SR operating independently. The former acts on labour relations are still

valid in both republics. As far as the RHSD is concerned, this organ continues to operate in the

original structure. In the SR the RHSD consists of 7 representatives from each party (the

government, the association of the employers, their unions, the KOZ SR and the KUK-in the

rate 6 f 1). In the tripartism the party with the least formation is that of the employers, being

built successively according to the course of privatisation.

The RHSD has the following organs:

- the plenary session

- the board of directors

- the chairman and the vice-chairman

- the secretary general

- service organs (the secretary and his office, working committees).

The chairman is the representative of the government, one vice-chairman represents the trade

union, the other one the employers. The secretary general is the minister of social affairs and

family. The negotiations of the RHSD result in agreements, standpoints and recommendations.

The results of the negotiations are binding for the participants, when all three parties give their

consent. In the current criticism of the RHSD of the SR by the trade union, a new situation

arose in the second half of 1992 when the new government promised to increase the significance

of the tripartite negotiations. Several subjects originated to improve the performance of
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tripartism. As the government represents in tripartism the employer, the bipartism was formed,

solving the remuneration in the budget sphere in particular. In the autumn of 1992, when the

partition of the CSFR took effect, most of the important social subjects were transferred from

the federal RHSD to the republics, or the solution of them was stopped. In the negotiations of

the federal tripartism and in that of the SR there was noticed a certain difference in the access

to the social reform. The federal proposal counted with the social security, while the SR was

directed to social security linked to the state budget. In the SR most serious subjects in the

tripartism have been questions of the preparation of the 1993 budget of the SR, the financial and

fiscal policy the social policy, the price policy, the situation in the mining industry, the

conversion of the defence industry, etc. Still during the existence of the federation, the FKSP

in the enterprises were abolished without the consent of the trade union. However the trade

union stressed the formation of social funds in 1993. In spite of certain problems in the

performance of the tripartism, general agreements were concluded in the CR and in the SR for

1993 in March. A harder position of the social partners (in particular of the trade union) was

observerl during the tripartite discussions and in Slovakia the tripartism was temporarily

suspended because the trade union demands were not accepted. The trade union criticised the

activity of the government and the KOVO leading trade union put forward radical demands for

the dismissal of several ministers in the parliament. Those demands are not yet accepted.

The General Agreement of the SR for 1993 has the following sections:

Part I - General provisions, general duties of the partners

Part II - 1fie economic policy, principles and obligations of the government

Part III - The employment policy, principles and obligations of the government

Part IV - The labour earnings policy, principles and obligations of the parties

Part V - The social policy, obligations of the government

Part VI - Interests of the trade union and of the employees, emphasis on the

ratification of the European Social Charter and the ILO Agreements.

On the whole it can be said that, in spite of the conflicting interests of the parties, the tripartism

has played a positive role during its three years' existence in successfully maintaining the social

peace in the CSFR. This role has been acknowledged also by the IMF in rendering financial

support either to the CSFR or now to the SR.
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7. Interest Articulation

As a result of the transition to a mazket economy, a certain differentiation of the employees'

interests, and of their manifestation, can be observed in the enterprises. In the previous system

the management, the top staff, the trade union and the local organisation of the communist party

had a common interest to fulfil the plan, as their bonuses, careers and social position depended

on it. Ordinary workers had their grades and wages determined by the national tariff

remuneration for fulfilling the plan which was not sufficiently motivating. The situation now

is entirely changed and new group interests aze forming. However, as they are still developing,

we cannot identify them precisely. There are, however, some general indications of change:

a) Management, and in particular top management, dominates decision making and the

responsibility for the economic results. This, together with the high salaries according

to manager contracts, differentiates them clearly from other employees.

b) In some cases the management participated in the privatisation by vouchers in the form

of the Management Buy~ut. This strengthens the position of the managers as owners

of a bloc of enterprise shares and they begin to behave like proprietors.

c) The management is sepazated from the trade union compared with the past, when the

representatives of the trade union assisted as a rule the sessions of the management in

the enterprise. Today, the managers aze no longer members of the trade union. They

azticulate their interests through professional associations of managers.

d) The interests of the remaining employees are in practice articulated by the trade union.

So the management and the trade union are partners in the collective bargaining, often

articulating antagonistic interests (operation, wages, social security, working conditions,

etc.). However, the present structure of the trade union does not reflect the differing

interests of the professional groups of the workers in the enterprise. In most enterprises

not more than a single trade union is operating.

e) In enterprises with a majority of foreign capital, the dominant position of the

management in decision making is even stronger. There aze isolated cases where the

management tried to make agreements on working conditions without bargaining with

the trade union. The trade union strongly opposed this and the management returned to

bazgaining with them.

f) So far we can make no generalisation on the differentiation of the interests in the middle

management or in other social groups of workers. The strongest motive for the
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differentiation of interests is the participation in the privatisation of the enterprise. In

the framework of the second privatisation wave in the SR, the discussion is focused on

the shares for employees, which is strongly supported by the trade union.

g) Now there exists a tendency of certain groups of employees to get as much property as

possible by privatisation. This goal shapes their activities inside and outside of the

enterprise. There are managers operating, directly or indirectly, as private businessmen,

silent partners, etc., defending other interests than those of the enterprise. After the

liberation of the regulation of the wages, it can happen quite often that managers secure

higher salaries, even when their enterprise is not prosperous.

h) In both the state owned enterprises and in the joint-ventures (State Owned Enterprise

Act no. 17~199~0 Zb. , Business Code no. 513~1991 Zb) the articulation of employees'

interests is realised also otherwise. The representation in the supervisory board is

involved, where the employees elect half of the members in the state owned enterprises

and one third of the members in the joint-venture companies.

The supervisory board in the state owned enterprises articulates its opinion to the economy, to

the development concepts, to the use of the available profit, to the termination of the enterprise,

to the recalling of the general manager. etc. The analyses of the three case studies PSB, VW

BA and Technoplast have proved more or less that in these enterprises the Trade Union is the

main representative institution for the articulation of interests and standpoints of the employees

in relation to the management. In practice, no parallel structures exist in the enterprises apart

from the trade union. A partial exception is the supervisory board, which has members elected

by the employees. Also, in the privatised enterprises like the PSB, the general assembly of the

shareholders exists. Due to the fact that many employees are shareholders of their enterprise

where privatisation was accomplished by the voucher method, the interest articulation of the

employees can be attained in this way.
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